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The Obamacare ensures that all the women have the same access to birth control. The pros and cons of
ObamaCare. This makes it impossible to tell whether those impacts will be a net positive or negative. The
Obamacare seeks to rewrite the health cover with the introduction of covers that can touch on the needs of all
the people. Supreme Court upheld the Act following a series of lawsuits challenging it by several state
attorneys-general. In the previous practice known as gender rating, insurers had the right to charge the women
high insurance premiums compared to the men. Otherwise put, it is imperative that the women will not have to
pay up to per cent more compared to the man for the same benefits. The people that earn this kind of money
are unable to afford the health policy cover that often costs an average of dollars per month. It can be summed
up as a law that ensures every American has access to health insurance that is affordable and within their
budget. S, healthcare systems since the s. This means that it is possible for a person to die even if he or she has
the ability to pay for the medical care. With the above predicament affecting the old patients, it was of extreme
importance that the healthcare system covers all the people. Democrats of the ObamaCare. Congress on March
23, in a response to a wide range of systemic problems that have plagued the health care system in the United
States for years Fischer,  New England Journal Of Medicine, 23 , pp. Do you know why some could support it
or want it repealed? Four federal courts as a matter of fact have struck down Obamacare based in part on
constitutional rights. It is not because many democrats have been wanting to pass this bill for years, in fact for
decades, and Obama is finally the one who has gotten it through. The older citizens in our community would
no longer be eligible for cancer treatment at the age of 76 which is about the time when these senior citizens
usually have to go through some sort of cancer treatment. Then you will suffer a substantially large penalty
and or fine. The act may be seen as a cash mill for the biotech and pharmaceutical companies. This plan,
signed by President Obama, has initiated debate from the moment his pen hit the paper and the arguments for
and against the plan have developed on each extreme ends of the spectrum The problem with any type of
health reform as well is that even if you searched everyone's ethical codes in the world, none of them would be
consistent with this one. The new piece of legislation handed to us through the Obama administration
threatens every single one of those rights as we know them. The package allows for equality under health
insurance and allows those who are less well off to be able to have access to the benefits even if their coverage
is minimal. For those whose disability is more severe, an early intervention still makes a big difference Also,
many smaller firms will be able to hire more workers due to their ability to provide them with better benefits
at cheaper rates. The thing about this social issue is that it affects my community just as it does everyone else
in the country. The new piece of legislation would force the people in my community to spend more money on
the new healthcare law than they could afford.


